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1. Description of Emergency 
 
Any type of fire is strictly prohibited on any remediation site, therefore, all fires shall be considered as 
an emergency. 
 
2. Action Plan 
 
In the event of fire the following procedure must be followed: 
 

1. Raise the alarm 
2. Call the Fire Brigade dialling 999 
3. Evacuate the building, assembling all personnel at the fire assemble point 
4. Only tackle the fire if it is safe to do so never getting between the fire and your exit 
5. Don’t tackle gas or aerosol fires 
6. Don’t tackle the fire if it gets too big 
 

 Ensure someone is waiting at the main site entrance to meet the emergency services.  This person 
should direct them to the fire and also inform of any site-specific hazards that they should be 
aware of. 

 
 Consider potential environmental impact of emergency actions such as the use of water for fire 

fighting or the release of oil etc. from mobile plant. 
 
 Do not disturb the area of the fire after, until authorised by senior management.  It may be subject 

to inspection by third parties i.e. loss adjusters, police HSE etc. 
 
 The affected area may well be contaminated after a fire.  Ensure any waste materials generated 

as a result of a fire are handled and disposed of correctly. 
 
 Ensure any emergency equipment such as fire extinguishers are replaced. 
 
3. Reporting / Notification 
 
The Site Manager must inform the UK REMEDIATION Project Management Team on 0117 9244990.  
A team member shall then notify all other necessary third parties including the Environment Agency 
on 0800 80 70 60 if necessary. 
 
As soon as possible as possible after the incident, the Site Manager shall complete CR008 Accident / 
Incident Investigation Form and CRO15 Incident Report Form. 
 
If the fire resulted in personal injury or damage to property the Site Manager shall also have to 
complete the accident book and if a RIDDOR has occurred then notify the Operations Manager, 
Richard Dalton on 07850 174643. 
 


